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Abstract

Background: Intensive Care Unit readmissions represent both a health risk

for patients and a financial burden for healthcare facilities. As healthcare

became more data-driven with the introduction of Electronic Health Records,

machine learning methods have been applied to predict Intensive Care

Unit (ICU) readmission risk. However, these methods disregard the meaning

and relationships of data objects and work blindly over clinical data without

taking into account scientific knowledge and context. Ontologies and

Knowledge Graphs can help bridge this gap between data and scientific

context, as they are computational artefacts that represent the entities of a

domain and their relationships to each other in a formalized way.

Methods and Results: We have developed an approach that enriches

Electronic Health Records data with semantic annotations to ontologies, and

then generates Knowledge Graph embeddings to represent a patient’s stay

in the ICU in a contextualized manner. These are used by machine learning

models to predict the 30-day ICU readmission risk. This approach is based

on several contributions: (1) an enrichment of the MIMIC-III dataset with

patient-oriented annotations to various biomedical ontologies; (2) a predictive

model of ICU readmission risk that uses Knowledge Graph embeddings to

represent patient data using semantic annotations; (3) a variant of the

predictive model that targets different time points during an ICU stay. Our

predictive approaches outperformed both a baseline and state-of-the-art

works achieving a mean Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic

Curve (AUROC) of 0.827 and an Area Under the Precision-Recall

Curve (AUPRC) of 0.691. The application of this novel approach to help

clinicians decide whether a patient can be discharged has the potential to

prevent the readmission of 40% of Intensive Care Unit patients, without

unnecessarily prolonging the stay of those who would not require it.

Conclusion: The coupling of semantic annotation and Knowledge Graph

embeddings affords two clear advantages: they consider scientific context

and they are able to build representations of Electronic Health

Records (EHR) information of different types in a common format. This work

demonstrates the potential for impact that integrating ontologies and

Knowledge Graphs into clinical machine learning applications can have.

Keywords: Semantic Annotations; Ontologies; ICU readmission prediction;

Machine Learning; Knowledge Graph (KG) embeddings1

2

Background3

ICU admissions are usually associated with either serious conditions, illnesses or compli-4

cations due to illness. ICU readmissions happen because serious illnesses previously de-5
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tected reoccur and the patient requires new medical attention after a previous admission [1].6

Due to factors implied on a readmission like new prescriptions or new examination, ICU7

readmissions represent further costs and expenditure of resources, easily turning them in a8

financial burden to health care institutions. About 1 in every 10 patients discharged from9

ICU units across developed countries end up being readmitted during the same hospital10

stay [2], and these readmissions tend to not only increase the financial costs but also lead to11

poor health outcomes to the patients readmitted. Such outcomes include increased length12

of stay, increased mortality and increased in-hospital support needed. There is thus a clear13

need to reduce the number of readmitted patients and consequently the ICU readmission14

rates, which are estimated to be around 4% to 14% but can increase substantially for pa-15

tients with comorbidities [1]. Readmissions represent a failure to provide the best standard16

of care, and the reduction of this risk is in the best interest of the health care institutions17

not only to lower associated health risks and costs, but also to decrease total time spent in18

the ICU. Moreover, the rate of readmission has been proposed as a marker to measure the19

quality of care, and it can also impact others markers such as length of stay and mortality.20

The decision to release a patient from the ICU can take into account a variety of data21

and factors all weighed by the clinician in charge. As hospitals become more and more22

data-oriented with the adoption of EHR, we have witnessed a rise in the development of23

computational approaches to support clinical decision. The use of EHR as the data format24

for clinical information creates the opportunity to proactively make risk assessments and25

apply effective interventions to mitigate that risk based on data [3]. As more data is col-26

lected in EHRs, the opportunities to explore this data to develop predictive approaches also27

grow [4, 5].28

Efforts have been made to develop effective Machine Learning (ML) approaches to make29

predictions under several ICU clinical settings [6], such as predicting mortality and length30

of hospital stay [7], sepsis [8], mortality in diabetic patients [9], patients survival [10],31

cardiac arrest on sepsis patients [11], risk of acute kidney injury [12], and high risk of32

readmission within 30 days from ICU discharge [13–15].33

In particular for ICU readmission, two works stand out. Lin et al. [13] incorporate mul-34

tiple types of clinical data features and pre-made International Classification of Diseases,35

Version 9 (ICD9) embeddings trained on clinical notes coupled with Convolutional neural36

network (CNN) and Long short-term memory (LSTM) to incorporate multivariate features37

of EHR and capture sudden fluctuations on clinical measurement. The proposed LSTM-38

based solution aims to better capture high volatility and unstable status in ICU patients.39

Lu et al. [14] use the discharge summaries of patients and represent them with multi-view40

graphs enhanced by the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus. These are cou-41

pled with a Graph CNN for representation learning that is used to predict ICU readmission.42

Despite these growing efforts, ML approaches still explore EHR data directly without43

taking into account its meaning or context. Clinical knowledge, although abundant in ex-44

ternal sources, is not accessible to these methods, who work blindly over the data, without45

considering the meaning and relationships between the data objects. An example of missed46

context that can impair the exploration of EHR data can be seen when comparing two di-47

agnoses: ‘Aortic Valve Disease’ and ‘Coronary Artery Disease’. Using categorical analysis48

these two diagnosis have no similarity, and with a string similarity analysis they have low49

similarity, sharing only the less informative word ‘disease’. However, it is common knowl-50

edge that these two diagnoses are closely related. When controlled vocabularies are used,51
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we gain an extra layer of information given by the standardization (two entries with the52

same code mean the same thing) and also by the hierarchy that organized the vocabulary.53

However, controlled vocabularies are limited in their contextual richness, and moreover, in54

a single EHR multiple domains can be covered by different controlled vocabularies which55

makes their concerted analysis more difficult.56

Ontologies can help bridge this gap between data and scientific context, since they are57

computational artefacts that represent the entities in a domain and how the relate to each58

other in a formalized fashion [16]. Biomedical ontologies have become quite popular in59

the last decades to support the annotation of the massive amounts of data produced by60

gene sequencing technologies. At the same time, clinical ontologies have also been devel-61

oped to tackle the limitations of controlled vocabularies and allow for a fuller semantic62

representation. The opportunity here is that by linking EHR data to the ontologies through63

semantic annotations, we can feed this extra later of information about the meaning of64

the data to machine learning systems. Going back to the example of ‘Aortic Valve Disease’65

and ‘Coronary Artery Disease’, when these concepts are described in an ontology (e.g., Fig66

1) then it becomes evident that they are similar, since they both are non-neoplastic heart67

disorders, sharing after all a considerable amount of similarity as shown by their shared68

ancestor classes, facts that are hidden on raw analysis. An ontology can be represented as69

a graph, where nodes correspond to classes (that describe concepts in the domain) or in-70

dividuals (the actual data entities), and edges correspond to relations between the classes71

and/or individuals. When a relevant portion of the graph corresponds to instances, it can be72

considered a KG.73

The aim of this work is then to investigate how enriching EHR data with ontology-based74

semantic annotations and applying machine learning techniques that explore them can im-75

pact the prediction of 30-day ICU readmission risk. To represent the semantic annotations76

in a way that can be processed by ML approaches, we employed KG embeddings computed77

using a variety of ontologies.78

KG embeddings have been successfully employed in biomedical machine learning tasks79

such as predicting gene-disease associations [17, 18], drug-disease association predic-80

tion [19], drug–drug interaction prediction [19], protein–protein interaction prediction[19],81

prediction of drug–target interactions and polypharmacy side effects [20], and also in clin-82

ical applications such as miscarriage risk assessment [21] and EHR classification [22].83

However, these KG embeddings in clinical applications do not explore existing KGs and84

ontologies, rather build them from the EHR data, and as such do not take into consideration85

the context and semantics that ontologies afford. A single work explores KG embeddings86

in the context of ICU readmission prediction, employing hyperbolic embeddings of ICD987

concepts to embed discharge summaries [15] . This work however, is limited to a single88

graph, with89

Additionally, there is an opportunity to build models that more closely align with the real-90

ity of the ICU. To achieve this, we also aim to establish models that work with information91

limited to specific points in time of an ICU stay. So instead of making predictions only92

post ICU stay, predictions are made throughout the stay, allowing clinicians and health93

care practitioners to keep track of the 30-day risk of readmission and update it as more94

information on the patient becomes available.95
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Figure 1: Ontological representation of ‘Aortic Valve Disease’ and ‘Coronary Artery

Disease’.

Methods96

An overview of the methodology is shown in Figure 2. It has 3 main components: (1) data97

collection and pre-processing, (2) semantic feature generation, (3) readmission prediction.98

The data collection gathers all the ICU information needed for the ML model and seman-99

tic enrichment from the MIMIC-III database. Then the semantic feature generation step100

performs semantic annotations of the data and generates vector representations (i.e., em-101

beddings) that can be processed by the ML models. Finally, several ML algorithms were102

applied to the feature set and predictions were evaluated and compared with a state-of-the-103

art work[13].104

To better elucidate the impact of using semantic annotations and KG embeddings for ICU105

readmission prediction, we build on the work of [13] the only with open source code[1]. Our106

methodology differs from [13] by both considering additional relevant information from107

the MIMIC-III dataset and by enriching this information with semantic representations of108

features based on ontology embeddings. While [13] built a readmission prediction model109

based on three specific categories of features in the MIMIC-III data set, namely, chart110

events, ICD9 final diagnosis and demographic information for each patient, this work also111

includes prescriptions information, initial diagnosis, procedures information and laboratory112

events. They employed pre-trained ICD9 embeddings based on medical texts to represent113

the final diagnosis. We do not use them, and instead use RDF2vec embeddings [23] for114

all the considered features across the different domains. Moreover, [13] is limited to pre-115

dictions at the end of an ICU stay, since final diagnosis is only available then, whereas116

this work supports predictions at different moments of the ICU stay as more data becomes117

available.118

[1] [13] publicly available code on GitHub page.

https://github.com/Jeffreylin0925/MIMIC-III_ICU_Readmission_Analysis
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Figure 2: Overview of the methodology.

Data Collection and Pre-processing119

The MIMIC-III is a large, freely available database comprising de-identified health-related120

data associated with patients who stayed in critical care units of the Beth Israel Deaconess121

Medical Center between 2001 and 2012. The MIMIC-III contains data associated with122

53, 423 distinct hospital admissions for adult patients (aged 16 years or above) and includes123

information such as demographics, vital sign measurements made at the bedside ( 1 data124

point per hour), laboratory test results, procedures, medications, caregiver notes, imaging125

reports, and mortality (including post-hospital discharge).126

Data Acquisition and Filtering127

Four features were extracted from the MIMIC-III data set:128

• Patients’ demographics extracted are age, gender, ethnicity and insurance type, fol-129

lowing [13].130

• Chart events are 17 features including notes, laboratory tests, fluid balance, etc., for131

each patient and normal median values extracted following [13].132

• Prescriptions include the drug name and National Drug Code (NDC) code (not con-133

sidered in [13].134

• Diagnosis includes two features: initial diagnosis, recorded at admission in free text135

(not considered in [13]), and final diagnosis coded in ICD9 at discharge with a match-136

ing label.137

• Procedures are coded as ICD9 procedures (not considered in [13]).138

• Laboratory Tests are coded using Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes139

(LOINC), we extract the label and code as features (not considered in [13]). We do140

not use other data such as value, unit, etc.141
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We employ the same filtering and splits used by [13]. Patients under the age of eighteen142

years old are removed resulting in a total of 35,334 patients with 48,393 ICU stays, and a143

split into training (80%), validation (10%), and testing (10%).144

According to the criteria for patient’s selection, the following cases are considered to be145

positive patient stays: (1) The patients that were transferred to low-level wards from ICU,146

but returned to ICU again; (2) The patients that were transferred to low-level wards from147

ICU, and died later; (3) The patients that were discharged, but returned to the ICU within148

the next 30 days; (4) The patients that were discharged and died within the next 30 days.149

Negative cases are those where the patient does not need ICU readmission including150

those who were transferred or discharged, did not return and are still alive within the next151

30 days. This results in a balance of 2:1 between cases without readmission (negative) and152

cases with readmission (positive). The total is 24044 negative cases and 11290 positive153

cases.154

Data Cleaning and Pre-Processing155

For initial and final diagnosis, we exclude entries that have missing labels or labels con-156

taining unreadable characters. For the prescriptions, lab events and procedures, the features157

correspond to controlled vocabularies codes. However, there are still issues of missing data158

or codes in the wrong format. Entries with missing labels are excluded. Codes in the wrong159

format only happen for the International Classification of Diseases, Version 9 - Clinical160

Modification (ICD9CM) controlled vocabulary. The MIMIC-III does not include the period161

character that is a part of ICD9CM codes, which creates ambiguity for the annotators be-162

tween codes from different branches. Since MIMIC-III distinguishes between codes used163

for procedures and codes for diagnosis, we were able to reconstruct correctly formatted164

codes since procedures include the period after the second character, and diagnosis after165

the third.166

ICU timeline snap shot split167

An ICU stay has multiple stages from the moment a patient enters the unit, undergoes168

diagnosis exams and procedures, receives care, all leading ideally to a successful discharge169

and recovery. This means that as a patient progresses, new information is generated, as170

drugs are prescribed, tests are prescribed and done, or procedures are performed, and so, in171

terms of data, an ICU stay is an incremental process of information addition through time.172

To capture the evolution of an ICU stay we consider three moments (snap shots) for173

which to make predictions: Pre-ICU, In-ICU and Post-ICU [24]. Figure 3 represents this174

timeline and the information that is available for each moment. Pre-ICU corresponds to the175

data available when the patient enter the ICU, demographic information and initial diag-176

nosis. In-ICU includes Pre-ICU data as well as Laboratory Tests and Drugs Prescribed and177

Chart Events. Post-ICU includes all previous information as well as the information that is178

recorded at discharge: final diagnosis and procedures. Although procedures correspond to179

the In-ICU moment, since they are only recorded for billing purposes at the end of the stay180

we only include them in the final moment.181

Semantic Feature Generation182

An ontology provides a specification of the meaning of the concepts in a domain and an183

associated vocabulary [25]. This specification means the context and the semantic rules184
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Figure 3: Prediction moments on an ICU stay, according to the MIMIC-III data set, as

well as the new information added in each moment.

that apply to concepts, allowing for their interpretation through their logical axioms. Using185

ontologies to represent domains reduces ambiguity and facilitates machine understanding.186

They can serve as the semantic layer of smart information systems or more recently, as the187

schema layer of KGs [26]. When a substantial amount of data instances are structured in188

a graph, where nodes represent instances and edges the relations between them, and that189

graph follows a schema provided by an ontology to define the classes and relations of the190

instances, we can call it a KG.191

The knowledge that ontologies (and controlled vocabularies) provide may be used in pre-192

dictive models without prior data analysis or mining, to enrich or expand features, increas-193

ing the information available to the ML methods that would otherwise be unavailable [27].194

This is especially true in the life science domain where there are more than nine-hundred195

ontologies available, spanning almost all domains of biological and biomedical research.196

With this growth biomedical ontologies are able to provide controlled vocabularies for197

characterizing majority of biological phenomena with formalized domain descriptions and198

link them to other related domains [28].199

The approach to build a KG by linking the data extracted from the EHR to ontologies and200

using it to generate features includes three steps (see Fig. 2 step 2): (1) Ontology Selection,201

where ontologies that provide adequate coverage of the feature’s domains are selected; (2)202

Semantic Annotation, where textual features are mapped to ontology classes that describe203

them; and (3) Annotation Embedding, where each feature’s annotation is processed using a204

KG embedding approach that represents it in a numerical vector that reflects the meaning205

of the particular class within the ontology.206

Ontology Selection207

The BioPortal Recommender platform [29] was used to support ontology selection. This208

service receives a biomedical text corpus or a list of keywords, for instance a set of EHR209

terms and suggests ontologies appropriate for referencing the indicated terms [29]. We used210

a pre-selected group of ontologies of interest: National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT),211

Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMEDCT), Medical Subject212

Headings Thesaurus (MeSH) and RxNORM were selected based on relevance attributed in213

a previous work [30]; LOINC,The Drug Ontology (DRON) and ICD9CM were selected214

due to their presence on the MIMIC-III data set; Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activ-215
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ities Terminology (MedDRA) and Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO) were selected as216

extra relevant biomedical ontologies.217

Semantic Annotations218

Semantic annotation is the process of describing an object by associating it with concepts219

that have well-defined semantics in an ontology[31]. Given the results obtained for the220

Ontology selection, we considered two annotation strategies: one using the NCIT and one221

one using four different ontologies (NCIT, LOINC, ICD9CM and DRON).222

For the first ontology scenario all textual labels (diagnoses, lab events,procedures and223

prescriptions) were mapped to NCIT.224

For the second scenario, the semantic annotation procedure is simpler because MIMIC-225

III already includes the codes (i.e., class identifiers) for the laboratory events (LOINC) and226

final diagnosis and procedures (ICD9CM). To cover the drug prescriptions, since NDC is227

not openly available, we mapped its classes to DRON using the BioPortal Annotator. Initial228

diagnoses were mapped via their textual labels to NCIT.229

The text based annotations to NCIT were performed using an approach based on Elastic-230

Search [32]. For each term in our dataset, a list of the six best scoring matched ontology231

classes is retrieved, and the one with the smallest Levenshtein Distance between the label232

of each class and the input term is selected.233

KG Embeddings234

To represent the semantic annotations for each feature in a way that machine learning235

algorithms can process, we employed KG embeddings. An embedding is a technique that236

transforms a higher dimensional space into a lower dimensional one [23]. KG embeddings237

represent the KG components in continuous vector spaces, so that their manipulation is238

simplified but at the same time preserve the inherent structure of the KG [33]. A typical239

KG embedding technique has three steps; the first specifies the way entities and relations240

are represented on the vector space, entities are usually represented as vectors and relations241

are taken as operations and represented as vectors or matrices; the second step defines a242

scoring function on each fact to measure the plausibility, where facts observed on the KG243

tend to have higher scores than not observed facts; and on the final step, to learn the entity244

and relation representations, this step solves the optimization so that the plausibility of the245

observed facts is maximized [33].246

KG embeddings are learned for each annotated class of each ontology used, resulting247

in five sets of vector embeddings (four for ontology scenario one and one for ontology248

scenario two).249

The KG embedding technique used on this work is RDF2vec [23] which is a random-250

walk based strategy tailored to handle the specific semantics of RDF graphs (a language251

used to encode KGs and ontologies)[23]. For a given graph G = (V,E), for each vertex252

v ∈ V , RDF2Vec generates all graph walks Pv of depth d rooted in the vertex v. These se-253

quences are then used as input to word2vec[34], a two-layer neural net model for learning254

word embeddings from raw text (or in this case, sequences of graph entities). The embed-255

ding vectors have a size of 300, with 500 walks per entity and a maximum depth of 4 for256

each walk. To train the embeddings we employed the Skip-Gram algorithm.257

If an ICU stay of a patient is annotated by more than one class within an ontology, then258

the vectors for each annotated class are summed. This aggregation approach follows the one259
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used by [13] for the ICD9 embeddings. Concatenation is then used to combine vectors from260

different ontologies, when they are available. This results in a vector describing an ICU stay261

of a patient with 1200 dimensions for scenario one and 300 dimensions for scenario two.262

Readmission Prediction263

The prediction task is formulated to correctly predict if a patient is likely to be readmitted264

to an ICU unit within 30-days after release (or die). Each instance corresponds to a patient265

and their ICU stay, represented by a concatenated vector that includes demographic data266

and chart events (similarly to [13]) and the KG embeddings vector. Predictions at different267

points of the ICU timeline stay include only the embeddings for the data available at that268

time.269

Four classical machine learning methods are used: Linear Regression (LR), Random For-270

est (RF), Naive Bayes (NB), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). These are the same meth-271

ods used by [13] as baseline models. No hyperparameter optimization is applied, thus using272

just the default parameter of each algorithm, to ensure a more direct comparison to [13].273

The choice of using classical methods allowed us to focus our analysis on the impact of the274

KG embeddings.275

The evaluation of the predictive performance was done with a five-fold cross-validation.276

As evaluation metrics the AUROC along with AUPRC were measured for each of the five277

folds and the mean value and standard deviation were used.278

Results and Discussion279

Data Cleaning Results280

After the data cleaning procedures there are 12737 different unique terms that can be an-281

notated (see Table 1), representing a total of 85.4% of the original set. The losses were282

as expected more pronounced for the Initial Diagnosis because as a free text variable it is283

more likely to contain issues that ultimately lead to unusable terms.284

Semantic Feature Generation Results285

After running the BioPortal recommender for all terms extracted from our dataset, the286

NCIT ontology is the most suitable (Fig 4), with the best overall coverage reaching about287

35% coverage. Although NCIT is the best ontology for this prediction scenarios, the288

MIMIC-III data set has mappings to specific ontologies according to the type of feature,289

LOINC for laboratory events, ICD9CM for procedures and final diagnosis, and NDC for290

drug prescriptions, which will also be used for annotation.291

Table 1 presents the number of terms that served as input for annotation from each type292

(row Cleaned Data) and how many were annotated in the NCIT only and Multi-Ontology293

Table 1: Number of terms for each feature type before and after the cleaning process, and

after semantic annotation.

Initial Diagnosis Lab Tests
Drug Procedures &

Total
Prescriptions Final Diagnosis

Original Data 3567 574 2782 7993 14916

Cleaned Data 2709 568 2782 6678 12737

Multi Ontology Annotated Terms 2709 568 2782 6678 12737

NCIT Annotated Terms 2709 263 856 1118 4946
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Figure 4: Number of terms annotated with each individual ontology proposed by Bio-

Portal.

scenarios. The Multi-ontology annotation provides annotations for all input terms. How-294

ever, the NCIT annotation results in a loss of information that is more pronounced for295

Drug Prescriptions and Procedures and Final Diagnosis since NCIT does not cover these296

aspects in as much detail.297

Experimental Design298

The experimental design includes a reproduction study of the baselines used by [13], an299

investigation of the impact of different ontologies and prediction at different moments of300

the ICU stay:301

• Reproduction Results: a reproduction of the baselines established by [13][2].302

• NCIT Embeddings for diagnosis: An evaluation of the impact of considering NCIT303

RDF2Vec embeddings for initial diagnosis information, coupled with the demo-304

graphic information.305

• NCIT Embeddings for all features: an evaluation of the impact of considering306

embeddings for all the features we extracted. Each feature set is represented by an307

NCIT RDF2Vec embedding vector.308

• Embeddings using Multiple Ontologies: a comparison of using embeddings based309

on different ontologies: NCIT for the initial diagnosis and the MIMIC-III proposed310

ontologies for each respective feature type. Each feature set is represented by an311

RDF2Vec embedding made with the specific ontology.312

• ICU stay simulation: a simulation of an ICU stay. Predictions are made for each of313

the three moments where new information becomes available(Fig3).314

Reproduction Results315

To evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology a baseline comparison based316

on [13] was established. This allows for a more transparent evaluation, rather than just317

using the reported values since a reproduction is done in the same environment.318

[2]the LSTM and CNN models were not reproducible, possibly due to an incompatibility of

libraries that was not solvable even with the original author’s support.
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(a) Reproduction (b) NCIT embeddings for diagnosis

Figure 5: Comparison of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall

(PR) curves with AUROC and AUPRC (mean and standard deviation values) for the

four ML methods in the reproduction of [13] and using NCIT embeddings for diagnosis

instead of ICD9 embeddings.

The reproduction results on Figure 5a are somewhat lower than the ones reported. [3]
319

The results obtained were mean AUROC values of 0.591 for SVM, 0.571 for LR, 0.617320

for RF and 0.557 for NB, meaning that all four prediction models are relatively poor in321

terms of performance which is also clearly visible in the plot of AUROC’s presented in Fig322

5a. These results are similar across all folds with all the standard deviations under 0.01.323

The PR trade off was also analysed (Fig 5a). A poor performance is achieved with mean324

AUPRC values of 0.257 for SVM, 0.227 for LR, 0.263 for RF and 0.319 for NB.325

NCIT Embeddings for diagnosis326

Our first experiment focused on analysing the impact of using NCIT embeddings to rep-327

resent diagnostic information and compare this to the use of ICD9 text-based embeddings328

used by [13] (see Figure 5b).329

The performance of this approach improves on the reproduction results, with the mean330

AUROC of the folds all above 0.610, and with RF achieving the best result with an AUROC331

of 0.661. NB is an exception, under-performing all models with a mean AUROC of 0.501.332

The trade-off of between True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) is also333

somewhat improved, with AUPRC values increasing across the folds compared to the base-334

line. This indicates that there is valuable information in the initial diagnosis, which when335

semantically enriched is able to outperform the baseline that has access to the final diagno-336

sis, which one could hypothesize has better predictive value for the readmission risk.337

NCIT Embeddings for all features338

In our second experiment we targeted the prediction of readmission at the end of the ICU339

stay and used all information collected and annotated with NCIT (see Figure 6a).340

[3]Likely due to differences in the cleaning and pre-processing steps.
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(a) NCIT embeddings for all features. (b) Embeddings using multiple ontologies.

Figure 6: Comparison of ROC and PR curves with AUROC and AUPRC (mean and

standard deviation values) for the two semantic annotation strategies: using one or mul-

tiple ontologies.

Performance improved the most, not only over the reproduction baselines but also sig-341

nificantly over the previous experiment, with mean AUROC for RF as the best performing342

method achieving 0.826 and all models achieving values above 0.8, with exception of the343

NB model. However, the largest improvement was on the AUPRC where the trade-off344

between precision and recall is now improved with the best performing model achieving345

a 0.685 mean AUROC value. These results clearly showcase the benefit of considering346

semantically-enriched information throughout the ICU stay.347

Embeddings using Multiple Ontologies348

The results of the multiple ontologies embeddings experiment shown on Figure 6b show349

that overall the performance decreases when compared to using only NCIT. Although RF350

presents a mean AUROC value of 0.825, a clear improvement over the corresponding base-351

line (0.629), the rest of the models under-perform when compared to the single ontology352

approach. The AUPRC results also highlight the decrease in performance, with all the353

models performing under 0.5. These results demonstrate that employing multiple ontolo-354

gies tailored to different domains is not a better approach over using a single general pur-355

pose ontology. This is likely due to the fact that learning embeddings in a single semantic356

space that can be readily combined affords a more holistic representation that training sep-357

arate embeddings for each feature type using different ontologies. We hypothesize that this358

holistic representation can be better explored by the ML methods, and thus achieve the best359

performance.360

ICU timeline snap shot prediction361

To investigate prediction performance at the three ICU stay moments, pre-ICU, in-ICU and362

post-ICU, we use the best overall performing approach: all the information mapped to the363

NCIT ontology. The results obtained for this experiment are shown in Figure 7.364
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(a) Pre-ICU

(b) In-ICU No Chart events (c) In-ICU

(d) Post-ICU No Chart events (e) Post-ICU

Figure 7: Comparison of ROC and PR curves with AUROC and AUPRC (mean and

standard deviation values) for the different stages of an ICU [24], with the data mapped

to the NCIT ontology, with and without chart events.
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The Pre-ICU approach is equivalent to the first experiment but without chart events. The365

results reveal that the improvement observed in the first experiment is due to an interplay366

between the initial diagnosis and chart events. However, since chart events are unavailable367

at the moment of admission, the initial diagnosis proves to be insufficient to achieve ac-368

ceptable readmission risk prediction. During the stay, more information becomes available369

and the In-ICU experiment corresponds to all information gathered up to the discharge370

event. Here, we observe the largest performance improvement with AUROC values for RF371

achieving 0.827 and AUPRC 0.691, when all data is considered. When chart events are not372

considered, performance is slightly decrease, indicating that indeed laboratory information373

and drug prescriptions embeddings positively impact performance. Finally, at Post-ICU we374

observe a slight decrease in mean performance both in AUROC and AUPRC. This is a cu-375

rious effect, which indicates that final diagnosis and procedures do not have an additive376

contribution to ICU readmission risk prediction.377

The results indicate that it is possible to predict ICU readmission risk with good perfor-378

mance with the information that is collected during an ICU stay, without needing the final379

diagnosis and procedures. It is especially interesting to note that maximum precision is380

maintained with a recall of 0.4, which means that we can potential prevent the readmission381

of 40% of patients, without unnecessarily prolonging the ICU stay of patients who would382

not require it.383

Comparison with the state of the art384

Although this work has several parallels to [13] since they use the same dataset and target385

the same prediction task, both works differ substantially in the features they employ, how386

they generate those features and the ML algorithms applied. [13] has a strong focus on387

chart-events, which are the main input to their recurrent neural network model, whereas388

in our case chart events do not actually impact predictions made by our models. Our ex-389

periments revealed that predictions made with or without chart events result in the same390

performance for our method. [13] uses fewer non-numerical features, extracting only de-391

mographics and the ICD9 final diagnosis codes, whereas in our work we consider initial392

diagnosis (text), laboratory events, prescriptions and final diagnosis (codes). To tackle the393

difficulties in comparing the ICD9 codes taking into account their meaning, [13] uses pre-394

trained word embeddings for ICD9 codes that were trained on a dataset of clinical notes.395

Our work, on the other hand, not only represents a lot more textual and categorical features,396

but it does so by employing embeddings based on biomedical ontologies. The KG embed-397

dings allow us to tackle a considerable challenge faced by EHR mining approaches: how398

to adequately compare categorical and textual features. The embeddings not only allow for399

a representation that can be explored by ML algorithms, but also, and perhaps more impor-400

tantly they allow us to tap sources of information in the EHR that would otherwise not be401

accessible.402

A direct comparison between the performance obtained in the two works is not feasible,403

however, since we reproduced [13]’s baseline, we can compare the improved they achieved404

over their baseline, to the improvement we obtained over our corresponding baseline. [13]’s405

AUROC for the baseline using RF was 0.712 (ours was 0.617), whereas their best result406

(using LSTM+CNN) was 0.791 (ours was 0.827). The marked improvement our approach407

achieved clearly supports the advantages of scientific data contextualization.408

[14] also targeted ICU readmission prediction, but employed text mining approaches over409

the text of discharge summaries. They reported an AUROC of 0.825 (our best approach,410
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NCIT+RF, reached 0.827) and a AUPRC of 0.632 (our best approach, NCIT+RF, reached411

0.691). Results are not directly comparable to ours in purely methodological terms, but they412

highlight that considering more features and enriching them with semantic annotations can413

have a positive impact of ICU readmission risk prediction.414

Conclusion415

The growing adoption of EHR and the recent developments in ML applied to clinical data416

present an opportunity to address ICU readmission by generating accurate risk predictions417

that can help to reduce the number of readmissions and improving health outcomes. Clin-418

ical data has a rich background knowledge, but this is not accessible in EHRs and typical419

ML approaches are unable to explore it. We have developed an approach that enriches420

EHR data with semantic annotations to ontologies, and then generates KG embeddings to421

represent patient’s features in a contextualized manner.422

We evaluated our approach in the MIMIC-III EHR data set, and experimented with dif-423

ferent ontologies and controlled vocabularies (NCIT, LOINC, DRON and ICD9CM). The424

best results were obtained using only the NCIT ontology to describe the features and sup-425

port embedding generation coupled with a Random Forest, achieving a mean AUROC of426

0.827 and AUPRC of 0.692. These results represent a gain in more than 0.2 in AUROC and427

0.4 in AUPRC over the baseline. We also experimented with making predictions at differ-428

ent moments of the ICU stay, and learned that the maximum predictive power is achieved429

without considering information only available at the moment of discharge.430

The general methodology developed in this work can be generalized to other clinical data431

sets and even other predictive targets, as long as the data therein is adequately covered by432

existing ontologies. Given the abundance and diversity of biomedical ontologies available,433

adequate coverage is highly likely for most applications. This work focused on classical434

ML approaches, given the small size of the data. However, there is also an opportunity to435

explore KG embeddings using deep learning approaches, especially for larger datasets and436

a greater amount of features. A particular avenue for future work lies in exploring deep437

learning methods that are able to explore the temporal aspects of the features (e.g. [35]),438

and couple this with their semantic representations.439

The coupling of semantic annotation and KG embeddings affords two clear advantages440

for ML applications in EHR: they consider scientific context by using ontology annotations441

that can then be explored by KG embeddings methods; they are able to build representa-442

tions of EHR information of different types in a common format, since embeddings can443

represent any number of diagnosis, tests, procedures, etc, in a numerical vector that is eas-444

ily processed by ML methods.445

This work demonstrates the potential for impact that integrating ontologies and KGs into446

biomedical machine learning applications can have. Moreover, by having the clinical data447

semantically annotated with ontologies, this work also paves the way for more explainable448

approaches that explore the meaning encoded in ontologies to better explain predictions to449

clinicians [36, 37].450
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